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Who Made Who's Who

by Cynthia Shepherd
Twenty-three Edgecliff students
have been approved for membership
in Who's Who Among American
Colleges and Universities.
The names of all seniors who maintained a cumulative average of 2.75
and participated in activities during
all years of attendance at Edgecliff, or
The library will be clos1:1d over the
those who showed qualities of outChristmas break . If you would like to
standing leadership during the junior
use it , the staff will open the library
and senior years on campus were
upon request between 8 a.m . and 4
eligible to submit a Profile of Services
p.m.
and Leadership to a committee.
The library will be open on
The profiles were then reviewed by ·
December 12, from 1-10 p.m.
the committee members who individually voted on them on a rating
scale one to three, with one being the
highest. This year's committee .consisted of the President of the College,
Academic Dean. Dean of Students,
three faculty members: Dr. Wester,
Christmas cards, made by the han- Mr. Finley, Ms. Jenkins, Student
dicapped at the United Cerebral Go,vernment President, Student
Palsy Center are on sale now. These Government Vice-President and one
cards are being sold to raise money to student, Pat S. Abell"
keep the Adult workshop goung .
Carolyn Leah Cousins and Monica
Help them help themselves by buying
Heile are both Biology majors. Miss
their cards. They are on display on
Cousins is presently the chairman of
the ground floor of Sullivan Hell. Call the sick and $t'lut-lns at St. John AME
Mary Kaellr. at 381-3149 to order.
Zion Church and co-chairman of the
Sliver Gleaners. In her junior year,
she served as President of the Black
Student Union, chairman of the sick
and shut-ins and played on the
photo by Cynthia Shepherd
Biology department volleyball team.
In her freshmen year, Miss Cousim.
C•rolyn LHh Cousins, Bernedette Boehrun •nd Pet Flechler tak" • bruk
tutored grades 3-5 at Douglass
Uom • busy ichedule .ol doing aenlor thesis, •nd fllllng out 9Pl)llclltlons for
A Simple Living-Global Justice
Elementary school, .and was
Grlldu•t• IChool •nd jobe.
program will be held Jan. 28-30. A treasurer of the Black Student Union.
week-end to explore and reflect per- Monica Heile has been a member of
sonal awareness. Living simply so the Edgecliff Singers all four years.
that others may simply live. It will be She is a member of the Spiritual
held at Grailville, an educational and Values Committee, plays guitar for
invitations for the Mother's Club
works at a center in the inner-city as a
conference center in Loveland, Ohio. Mass and special events. Miss Heile
Fashion Show, and has been a
recreation director. Mrs. McCabe has
For more information contact The was a member of the Edgecliff tennis
member of the Resident Review
been there for seven years; 4 as a
team and softball team . .
Grail , Sheila Goldstein, 683-2340. ·
Board for 3 years. In her junior year,
volunteer and 3 as a paid staff
Janis Thill and Mary Kay Johnson,
Ms . Johnson replaced the Enmember. She · did a practicum exboth Art majors, have served on the
vironmental Committee which had
perience at Longview State Hospital
Orie'ltation Committee and the
become defunct, with the Edgecliff
in 1975, working with young
Hospitality Committee. Ms. Thill is
Aesthic Committee.
teenagers.
presently a member of the Resident
Carolyn McCabe is vice-president
Bernadette Boehman, a Math maof Psi Chi , which is the honor society ..jor, is a member of the Spiritual
The Office of Continuing Educa- Hoase Council Review Board, senior
for psychology students and a
Values Committee, and was recently
tion will be offering beginning and senator of Student Government, and
member of Psychology Club. She
chosen as Extraordinary Minister of
advanced swimming for adults. It will co-head of S.G . Publicity Committee.
was a CCD teacher for both grade
Communion. She has served on the
start Jan. 17, from 7:30 until 9 p.m. Mary Kay Johnson was a member of
school and high school students and
Hospitality Committee and OrientaThe course will run for 8 weeks on the Publicity Committee, worked on
Monday nights. Intermediate and advanced swimming will start Jan. 19,
on Wednesday from 7:30 until 9 p .m.
For more information contact Pat
Maley, Continui~~ ~ducation Office.

library Hours

Xmas Sale

Retreat -

...

Swimming

lion Committee.
Jan Weisenberger and Mary Kay
Jordan are both Psychology majors.
Miss Weisenberger has served on
Student Government for three years
in different positions. She is chairperson of the Orientation Committee, a
member of Student Hospitality Committee, and a member of the Edgecliff
singers. Miss Jordan is President of
Psi Chi and a member of Psychology
club. She has been a member of the
National ' Council for ·Exceptional
Children .
Veronica S. Davis, a Medical
Techology major, is presently completing her senior year at Good
Samaritan Hospital where she is a
member of the Professional Committee in the school of Medical
Technology. She was a member of
the Edgecliff Singers, the Black Student Union, Orientation Committee,
and the Biology Dept. Volleyball
Team . Mrs. Davis was a pianist for the
Community Youth Choir and an
assistant supervisor tor the comm':'"try youth group. Ken Rasp, a Theology Education
major, is a member of the Hospitality
Committes and the Edgecliff United
Nations committee. He was the coach
of the Girl's softball team and played
on the basketball team himself. Mr,
Rasp was a member of the Spiritual
Values Committee, Salute to Spring
and was a Extraordinary Minister. He
hopes to teach in a parish after he
graduates.
Pat Flechler and Michele LaBaw,
Special Education majors, have both
been members of the Spiritual Values
Committee for four years. Miss
Ffechler was a member of the
Spiritual Values Committee for four
years. Miss Flechler was a member of
Student Government, Orientation
Committee, and Spiritual Values
Committee. She was a member of the
Review Board , Student Dramatic
Scoeity, arid has been very active in
other social events. Michele LaBaw
has participated in the Edgecliff
Singers, Parent's Weekend Com-

(Continued on page 2)

Title IX: Edgecliff Men

Exam Prayer
" Now I lay me down to rest
IJ'lope I'll pass tomorrow's test
If I should die before I wake
That's one last test I'll have to talk
If I should live until that class
That's one more test I'll have to pass.
Amen
Author unknown

Spending
According to a recent survey, the
Rand Youth Poll found that the "high
cost of college fails to slow student
spending on personal possessions."
Lester Rand says that students are
buying stereos, typewriters, television sets, cameras and motor bikes at
a record pace. He also says that in addit ion to all of th is, students are
traveling more. Ten years ago, 3 out
of every 10 students owned cars, but
now two out of every five students
own cars

Rape; Don't Let It
Happen To You
At the beginning of each year,
dorm students attend a meeting telling them how to defend themselves
against rape and other dangers. For
the first month of school, students are
careful to obey these precautions,
but after they learn their way around,
they began to forget about the
dangers. Going to the pit and walking
up to Harrison Hall alone at night is
dangerous. No place is safe. Rape
can happen to you.
Accord ing to the Cincinnati Police
Divisions Annual Report, rape is on
the upswing . In 1975, there were 358
reported rapes in the City of Cincinnati alone. But according to FBI
statistics, on ly one ou t of seven rapes
is re ported.
Because the attack victim is chosen
by a matter of " random chance. " II
m11Jr' r co vJ tu ta~ • evi>ry precau-

lion

10

protect yourself against 1t:

1) . The best thing to do .is take a

self defense course. If attacked, strike
out effectively.
· 2) . vAlways lock your car, whether
you are in it or not.
· 3) . If you have to leave campus at
night, get one of guards to walk you
to your car.
4) . If you go to Harrison Hall at
night, make sure you go in a group,
never alone.
5). Be aware that rape can happen
to you .
If you are a vi ctim of rape: Call the
police as quickl y as possible. Do not
bathe, do not delay you r report, and
try to remember a physical description of the assailant to give to the
police. Phone numbers .. .Aape Crisis
Cen ter 861 -2959. 1f no answer 861 P. 1f> (' 1'l("'lnn<>t • Polic:P 7n'i- , ., 12

Rights Protected
by P11mel• Doughm•n
In accordance with the Title IX
Regulations, Dr. JohnJ. Renaldo was
appointed by Sister Margaret Anne
Molitor to coordinate Edgecliff's efforts to comply with and carry out the
responsibilities under this act.
The Title IX of the Education
Amendments Act of 1972 states:
" No person in the United States
shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded
from participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any educational
program or activity receiving fedreal
financial assistance."
Although the bill was passed in
1972, it has taken several years for the
Health Education and Welfare office
to come up with regulations for
educational institutions to adhere to.
Since Edgecliff has a majority of
wo men, it is the men who may be apt
to discrimination. But under the law,
men's dormitory facilities are requi red, so Hamson Hall was pu rc hased iust in tim e H arriso,., H .111 1 1~

gives the women some type of sports
facilities.
" Title IX involves more than just
sports facilities," stated Dr. Renaldo,
" it involves the entire institution." Indeed, the added cost of providing
these facilities and programs are surely to increase the administrative
costs. And in spite of governmental
regulations, the costs are l he sole
responsibility of the institutic.n.
Thus far, Dr. Renaldo has not
received any complaints nor does he
expect any problems concern ing T itle IX. Students or employees w ith
any quest ions should address
themselves to Dr. Renaldo's office in
the adm in istration building. His office pho'le number is extension 204.

"The Edgecliff" staff w ishes to send
its deepest sympathy to Syrinda
Kaplan . A contribu tion has been
made to the Americ an Cancer Society in the name of Mrs V1v1an Kaplan,
S, r rd a s riioth r, b 1 the sta ff.
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Twas' The Night
Before Christmas

Who Made Who's Who.

Chnstmas in Kentucky is a special holiday; one ce1•·brated in true rJown 11ome fashion . Some here at Edgecliff have ndiculed certain Lou1sv1ll1ans . but
now is our chance to prove the lasting value of the 'natural" way of Ide. Hea1thfood freaks may come and go. but the originaf recipe 'or happiness 1s foLJna
only in the Bluegrass State itself. And while histcrians may claim th.JI Daniel
Boone or George Rogers Cfark is our state hero, we know 1.1our .'learts who the
real one is .. . Euell Gibbons. Though Euell now 'stalks th0 wild asparagus ·111 the
pine groves of heaven , he is not forgotten . And so, as .:Jur Chnstmas gift •o ·you
all '. we bring you the Kentucky version of Clement C. M"ore 's classic, commonly known as 'The Night Before Christmas', in the words of Lou1sv111e Times
columnist Richard Des Rousseaux:

I

'Twas the night before Christmas,
and dreary indeed,
Not a flower was blooming , not even a
weed .
The African violets were watered with
care.
In hopes that some blossoms soon
would be there.
Tulip bulbs nestled all snug in their
beds:
Pink ones and white ones and yellows
and reds .
Mom with her bourbon and I with my
gin ,
Were well past our limits , our heads in
a spin ;
When out on the lawn there arose
such a sound
That I roused from my stupor and
looked all around .
I focused my eyes on the new-fallen
snow,
And saw something sulking around
down below.
I blinked several times till I finally
assayed
A strange-looking man with a trowel
and a spade.
By the way that he dug up my yard
like a ghoul ,
·
I knew in a moment it had to be Euell.
And there on a snowdrift he sat down
to sup,
And he ca lled out each course as he
gobbled it up.
"Now crocus. now cactus. now
ragweed and lilac!
On sawgrass. on hemlock, on
toadstool and sumac!
A truly exceptionap dinner," said he.
''I'll wash it all down with some
goldenrod tea."
Then up to the rooftop the prowler
did climb,
Devouring the ivy and tak ing his time.
And then in a twinkling I heard on the
eaves
The crunching and munching and
chewing of leaves.
As I drew in my head and was turning
around ,
Down the chimney that lunatic came
with a bound.

He was covered with tubers and ofd
bamboo shoots.
And wearing suspenders of
sycamore roots .
His hair was horrendous! It looked
like a cross
Between crabgrass and seaweed and
wet Spanish moss.
The nub of a pine cone he held in his
teeth ,
And a trumpet vine circled his head
like a wreath .
A bundle of cockleburs clung to his
rear.
And a rather large cattail was stuck in
one ear.
He giggled and laughed like a crazy
coyote,
Suggesting he'd recently snacked on
photo by Cynthie Shepherd
peyote.
He had beady eyes, but they almost
looked jolly
Ken RHp, pictured here, I• • Theology major. He hopu lo teach In •
As he spied on the mantle a large
Catholic perish •tier he graduates.
bough of holly.
·
He jiggled and jogged in a weird kind
m1ttee and Orientation Committee. part-time Religion and English
of dance,
And I cringed for I knew he was after She is on the Food Committee, and teacher at Providence Academy.
has served on the Curriculum in the
the plants.
Sara Hessel was a member of the
A wink of his eye and a snap of his past. Both Miss Flechler and Miss Council for Exceptional Children ,
LaBaw , are presently student Orientation Committee . and
jaws
Assured me this fellow was not Santa teac;:hing .
' Mary Mazza and Terry Adams have
Claus.
He said, "Hi. I'm Euell Gibbons," and both served on the Council for Ex ~
ceptional Children. Orientation Comwent straight to work
On the Venus fly trap, then he turned mittee. and were both cu-chairmen of
with a jerk .
_
Parent's Weekend Committee. Miss
He pounced on the ferns like Attil a Mazza was a volunteer Of the Social
Action Committee and has served on
th e Hun .
And into his mouth went a philod ~ n- the Student Government Review
Board . Terry Adams also a member of
dron.
The spruce tree he ate without paus- Student Government Review Board .
has participated in many other acing to stop.
Till the only thing left was the star at tivities at Edgecliff.
Albin E. Waldbillig Jr. is presently a
the top.
senator of Student Government, and
At last he turned to bid me adieu ,
"Next year I'll be back for your a member of the Long Range Planning Committee. Hewasamemberof
wandering Jew!"
the Orientation Committee and took
W ith love from the Louisville folks: part in the United States Marine Corps extensive Officer Training
M erry Christmas!!!
Program .
Christopher S. Daria. who is active
(copyright 1974, printed with permisin all facets of Music and Theatre Arts
sion The Louisville Times)
on Campus, was the first male student to complete the tailoring course.
He was also the first student to enroll
in Air Force ROTC through U .C.
Michele Ziser served on the Orientation Committee and Spiritual
Values Committee. She is presently a

Minority Graduate
Funds Available

The Danforth Foundation, long ac!ive in fellowships for graduate
education, recently declared its intention to increase support for the advanced education of able minority
uersons interested in preparing for
careers in college teaching.
After eight months of data gathering and study by Staff, the Board of
T rustees adopted the following
recommendations:
1) that the Danforth, Kent, and
Graduate Fellowships for Women be
reorganized into one program - the
Danforth Graudate Fellowship
Program
2) that the Danforth Graduate
Fellow shi p Program offer ap proximately 100 fellowships for
graduate education annually, with 25
of these awards designated for
American Indians, Blacks. Mex icanAmericans, and Puerto Ricans.
3) that approximately 60-55 of the
100 annual awards go to persons
applying as college seniors and that
the remaining 35-40 awards go to
postbaccalaureate persons
· 4) that preference be given among

the early entry applicants to persons
under 30 years of age and that
preference be given among the late
entry applicants to persons 30 to 40
years of age
5) that the Danforth Fellowships be
given to persons committed to
careers in college and university
teaching, in subject-matter
specializations likely to be taught in
undergraduate liberal arts
curriculum, and for pursuit of the Ph.
D . or other appropriate terminal
degree at an accredited university of
the Fellow's choice in the Un ited
States
6) that the Fellowships be for one
year, with the possibility of renewal
for a total of four years, the actual
period of support to be worked out on
an individual basis
7) that a Fellowship include tuition
and fees plus a stipend
8) that graduating seniors be
nominated by campus liaison officers
and that postbaccalaureate persons
make appltcation directly to the
Foundation
9) that the cnteria for selection

feature. in addition to an appropriate
degree program and a commitment
to teach ing, dedication to a life of service informed by moral or ethical
values
10) that the Foundation utilize unexpended Fellowship funds in any
fiscal year for purposes of identifying, recruiting , and educating
minority persons
These . recommendations will
become effective In the 1976-77
academic year, with the first appointees entering graduate study in
the fall of 1977.
More than 50 persons, mainly from
the minorities, participated in consultations held at various locations
around the nation. Also, data were
studied on the status of minorities in
higher education, and there was a
review of accomplishments of
minority persons in Danforth-funded
fellowship programs. For further information , contact Dr. John Ervin,
314 - 862-6200. or write: The Danforth Foundation- 222 South Central
Avenue; St. Louis, M1ssoun 63105.

Hospitality Committee. She worked
for the Dean of Students and partic ipated in the planning of many
social activities.
Karen Seidenfaden is a member of
the Resident Review Board , and was
dorm co-ordinator in her junior year.
She has a Internship in Montessori
and has served as a Resident Assistant .
Fred L. Martens has participated on
"The Edgecliff" in the past. He was a
Xavier band member. a concert
master of Edgecliff Band , and has
been granted a " One man show" Art
Exhibition . He received a Honorary
Scholarship from the Boy's Club of
America and was nominated for
· Regional Programming award.
Margaret O 'Malley is presently the
Vice-President of Student Government. a Resident Assistant, and worked on the Orientation Committee.
She has also participated in
Sociology Club. Food Committee,
and the Political Science Association .
Catherine Smith is a member of the
American Home Economics Association for three years and a member of
Consumer Sciencs Club for four. She
has participated in AHEA district
meeting and served in National Nutrition Week .
Nancy Kindel has taken an active
part in the Psychology Club, and was
also accepted into Psi Chi in her
junior year. She has participated in
the Mock U.N . assembly and worked
on the Orientation and Hospitality
Committees.
Congratulations to the twentythree seniors who made Who's Who .
Their names will be listed in a
publication that will be available in
college and public libraries around
the nation .

photo by Cynthie Shepherd
Mery Key Johnson Jeni• Thill 1nd Margeret O'Melley ere shown here ret1xlng. MIH Johnson end Miu Thill ire both Art majors, wheree• Miu O'Melley la
a Pollllcel Science m1jor.
I

Parties Open
Christmas Season
T~e Christmas Spirit will come alive today when the merry-making officially
begins at Edgecliff.
Sr. Marga~et Anne's annual Christmas party will kick off the day's festivities
at 9:30 a.m. mthE7 admin~stration lobby. Coffea, hot chocolate, and pastry will
~on hand . Singing Christmas carols in foreign languages (and English too)
will help set the tone of the holiday season .
_ Moving right along ... The organ room in Maxwelton will house the Music
Departn:ient's part~ at_noon. Food and drink will be supplied. Again. there will
be music. Carol singing and performances by various music students ir'tcluding t~e " Edgecliff Singers." Sing-alongs will help make this gathering an
" old -fashioned, good time Christmas."
Student Government invites everyone to a "How The Grinch Stole Christmas" p~rt_y in the Garden Room . From one o'clock to six . the e>Ccitement will include p1x1es serving refreshments and decorating the Christmas tree.
Of course all of these parties would be incomplete without one certai'l
appearance .. D?n'! pout, Santa will visit each of the parties during the day
Everyone is invited and welcome. Don't miss the fun of Chnstmas Cheer'
We'll see you at the parties.
.

A
),
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Star Trek Quiz

\

photo by Cynthie Shepherd
Thi• bffuUful crutlon of "pop CM •rt'' wn d'>M by ht Fiechter Md Und8
Noble ..Thll Chrlatmu tree CM be found on the alxthftoor,lntheglrl'adorm.

Student Teachers Get·
Practice - Build Skills
by Katy FrM
After three years of preparation at
Edgecliff, 21 seniors are doing their
student teaching in special education .
Each of the stuaent teachers has
assumed the role of teacher at an area
school. They teach a full day for 15
weeks to gain practical experience in
their cho!len field .
Mary Mazza says that her practical
teaching experience has brought all
of the "book work" at Edgecliff
toJether.
Sarah Hessel has gained confidence in her ability to stand before a
class and relate to them .
" It's rewarding to know that I am
helping the kids, and can see the
results," said Pam Rhodes. Her
teaching often takes her back to her
own school days and Pam can see
that there is a "better relationship
between teacher and student today."
Pat

Flechler

talked

of

class

preparation as she sat making a
crossword puzzle for her class. She
noted the challenge, and said that "on
the other side of the desk, everything
has t<> be ready." Pat likes the Idea of
being called "Miss Fiechter," it makes
her feel important.
Shelley Labaw has worked with
educationally handicapped children
before, but not from an academic
standpoint. Her previous experience
includes working with a recreational
program for mentally retarded
ch ildren .
Each of the teachers- to-be say that
their student teaching experience
has reinforced their confidence and
ambition to teach the mentally handicapped child . They all agreed that
these weeks of practical training have
helped to make their upcoming jobs a
little easier.
·
The semester is over, and as
Shelley said , "It's really going to be
strange getting back to being a student again 1"

By ~yrlndlt K•plen
This quiz is a bit longer and harder
Trekkies. The Technical questions at
the end are preceeded by the piece of
equipment the question will be asked
about . Look for more of these and
hard episode questions 10 the new
year. Merry Christmas or what ever
holiday some of you aliens out there
celebrate.
I. tn "Return to Tommorw," Dr. Anne
Mulhall's body was occupied by what
life energy?·
2. What was the name of T'pring's
" true love" in "Amok Time?"
3. Who was the tribes medicine man
before Kirk in " The Paradise Syndrome?"
4. What were the names of the two
lovers in " The Apple?"
5. In "Obsession" what chemical was
in the air when the entity was
present?
6. In "Amok Time" the Enterprise is
on its way to an inaugeration on Altair
6 when Spock puts in leave to go to
Vulcan . A diversion to Vulcan would
take how long?
7. In " The Alternative Factor" which
Lazarus forces the other into the limbo between the two universes?
8 . In " Friday's Child" what was the
new-born teer of Akaar named?
9. In "Mirror, Mirror" what was the
name of the planet being investigated
by both Enterprise crews?
10. What two episodes .of S.T. had no
guest stars, only the ships crew?
11 . In "The Trouble With Tribbles"
where did the grain qudroptriticale
come from?
12 . Constitution Class Starship:
Class ·t Heavy Cruser - What is its
standard range?
13. Hand Phaser Type II - What is its
overload blast radius?
14. Medical Tricorder - What is its
channel recording capability?
15. .Communicator - What is its
maximum ranRe?

1. Thalassa 2. Stonn 3 . Satsh 4.
Sayana and Makora 5. gaseous dikironium 6. 2. 8 light days 7. B 8.
Leonard James Akaar 9 . Halkan 10.
"The Immunity Syndrome.. and "The
Tholian Web" 11 . 20th Cent. Canada
12. 18 years atlight yr velocity 13. 135
meter 14. 24 1 . 1
kilometers.

Don't Panicl It's Only Snow
by P. Doughman

.

How To Drive in the Snow and Ice on the Hilly Cincinnati Streets .
First of all , you must acustom yourself to the fact that most Cincinnati drivers
panic at the first sight of snow. Just the other day as I glanced out the window , I
began to glare at those beautiful white snow flakes lazily fall ing to those rugged and steep road . A beautiful sight to behold but a horrible experience if you
drive. As an automobile driver you must use your head and be cautious as you
plow through the snow covered streets.
Next, it is a good idea to have an automobile equipped for the snow and ice.
Good tires or snowtires are a must. These will assist you in skidding
procedures as you adventure the icy streets.
Clear visibility is fundamental for identifying your opponents (its like a game
of caution ...you must control your life by avoiding collisions with the opposition) . Carry a snow or ice scrapper to remove all snow and ice from windshield
~nd rear window before starting. Windshielf wipers should be in good condition. They are useful in removing melting snow and ice due to the aide of a
working defroster and heater.
Your care.should be visi.b le to others. Turn on lights if snow is blinding. Be
sure brake lights are worlung. Do not make sudden stops. Avoid areas where
streets have.not been treated for conditions. Use good driving habits, such as,
using turn signals, obeying traffice signs and signals. There are special signs
ma~ked SNOW EMERGENCY on some main streets for safer driving.
Finally, the main objective for safe driving in the snow and ice is to be
cautious, defensive and alert. Do not take chances. Pray for sunshine or a
sleigh rut most of all be careful.

Introducing ''Nik''
by Cynthia Shepherd
Two years ago, Magiuvno "Nik"
Ndungo arrived in New York City
from Zaire, a country in Africa, unable to speak English. He is now a second semester freshman here at
Edgecliff , taking courses like
chemistry , computer math and
English .
When Nik first arrived in this country , he studied English at Columbia
University, N.Y., for seven months,
and then came to Stowe Adult Center
here in Cincinnati to continue hi~
sfudies in ' English. Second semester
o! last year, Nik entered Edgecliff
College as a Freshman.
Nik was able to come to the United
States to study through the help of his
sponsors, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nash of
New York City. Nik met their son Jay,
who is presently in the Peace Corps
in Zaire .
When asked what he liked about
Edgecliff. Nike replied , "I like the

teacners. I feel that they are interested in me as a person, and takea
interest in my life. I thought that they
would mind my broken English, but
they are really patient and understand ing." H~ continued to say that if ht.
decided to continue his studies in the
United States, it will be because of the
teachers here.
Nik has not decided whah his majo.
will be. He feels that once he ha$
mastered the language. it will be
easier for him to decide.
Despite the face that he does not
completely understand the languag1
Nik likes to talk . He likes the peoplo::
here, although he feels that they are•
tittle hard to get to know. He hopes
that he can get to know people on E
deeper level later.
Nik has no plans for the future now
He only hopes to learn as much as hE
can while he is here, so that he can
take ii bacll to his country and share II
with his people there.

Holiday Traditions
By Nancy Goldberg
Uecember means snow and shop. ping and parties and food and finals .
It also means holidays. The Christian
community celebrates Christmas and
the Jewish community celebrates
Chanukah . Each have their own
traditions, which are part of the yearly
observances.
The Christmas tree, decorated with
lights and tinsel , has uncertain origin.
Swedes and Norwegians believed
that the branch of a fir tree brought
good luck . Evergreen trees later
became part of the Christmas
celebration . In the United States, the
Christmas trees became a custom
du ring the Revolutionary War, when
the soldiers trimmed a tree.
Santa CVLAUS IS A FAMOUS
FIG URE DURING Christmas . It is
sai d that Santa Claus developed from
Sant N icho las, th e patron sain t of
schoolboys. He was the favorite saint
of children . and the custom of honoring him came to America with the
colonists. Since it was hard for
children to pronounce Saint
Nicholas . they shortened 1t to Santa
Claus
Washington Irving wrote "Knickerbocker's History of New York " and
depicted Santa Claus as a happy man
who rode 1n a wagon dropping
presents into ch1mnc7s Today Santa
Claus 1s a man with a long , white
heard . dressed in a fur-trimmP.d suit
who rides tn a sleig h.
Smic1a1 foods are eaten on Christ-

mas such as turkey, plum puddinq .
and Christmas cookies. In earlier
times, mince pies were baked in the
shape of the manger, and the pies
were associated with Christmas .
Th is year. the Jewish Holiday,
Chanukah , falls on December 17 and
lasts for eight days. Chanukah also
has its customs and traditions.
Chanukah is also called the Fest ival
of Light s and is symbolized by the
Menorah. Each night at sundown, a
cand le in th e menorah 1s lighted . This
trad ition was started in the temple
when the Jew ish soldier fought
agai nst the Syrians, an d won a battle.
The Jewish sold iers found oil to light
the everl asting light . It was o nly
enough oil to las t for one day, bu t th e
011 lasted for eight days . In celeb ration . Jewish families lit candles in
their homes and the trad1 t1on continues today
For fun , children play games with
the dredal. The dredal 1s like a top
with four Hebrew letters on 1t. The
letters mean "A great miracle
happened there ." The miracle was
the light which burned for eight days.
not one For the game the letters
stand for all . none. half . and put The
game 1s usually played with nuts or
ca ndy. and each child takes turns
spinning the dredal.
Special foods are also eaten on
Chanukah. The most famous 1s
latkes. or potato pancakes
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Con siderabl e space has been
th is rss ue to th e Core
...,urric ulum Committee's proposed
r-evisions . The Ed itors and Staff ot
'The Edgec li ff" feel that the studen ts
~av e the right to know abou t c hanges
·n ou r schoo l that are as drastic as the
proposed revisions.

Letters to the Editor

~ra nt ed

Core Curriculum Revisions

Students must be satisfied before
Curriculum Comm ittee Report, as
other groups. Edgecliff must reshufd evised and rev ised by the Faculty
fl e its priorities to sustain its life.
Senate.
bet ween 5 an d 11 elec tive hours (8.6To the ed itor:
Peg O'Malley
My ma in concern is the total
It has com e to my attention that
21 1% loss 1n total elective hour.;). I,
Vice-President
number of co re credit hours proposfor one. do not wi sh to re li nquish con va ri ous comm ittees have, for some
Student Government
. ed by thi s plan . The plan req uires 56
trol of thi s many credit hours.
ti me. been con sidering changes in
h ours of core cred its. This is an inthe core cu rr iculum . I have felt for
crease in total co re credi t hou rs over
Th e follo win g 1s a letter concern ing
some time that many students , inthe present system , wh ich req uires a
Deb Ottesen's review of Edgecliff's
c I ud i ng myself , would welcome
mini mum of 52 c red it hours. Th is
"The Man Who Came to Dinner"
changes · in the core requ iremen ts.
total would be further increased If the
November 5. It has been edited
Th us. I wa s happy to f inally f ind a
proposed 3 cred it hou r Freshman lnbec ause of space limitations.
co py of th e proposed changes .
·
I must ask wh at Proposal C , ::;ect e rd isc i pl i n ary course is also
... The reviewer concentrated her
I was surprised to find that the
tion 11 means. Committee members Dear Ms. Goldberg :
adopted .
attentions on the female characters
proposals by the Faculty Senate and
yo u made the statement "That
Thank you very much for sending
The 56 credit hours is misleading .
stating that they "evolved and revolvthe Core Curriculum Committee not
History and Mathematics speci fically
In th e Alternate Plan , English · us your article on the Reds from The
ed around the essence of male obon ly fa iled to make the changes that I
be listed as "swing" courses or crossLanguage and Literature requres 6
Edgecliff.
noxiousness. 'dear' Mr. Whiteside."
had hoped for , but made other
listed to satisfy many area re. We appreciate the support of the
c redit hours; however, fundamental
If Miss Ottesen can only view a
c hanges wh ich I did not want to see. quirements", what do you mean?
Edgecliff College students and hope
skills, such as Freshman English ,
production from · her own biased
In the end , I was struck by the fact
Other than computer science, how
we can do it again in 1977.
which are required of most freshmen ,
opinions about women 's lib, she is
that out of all the work done by the
can any of the other Mathematics
Sincerely,
do not count toward the 6 hours. As a
certainly not qualified to be a
various faculty persons involved in
courses be cross-listed with another
Jim Ferguson
result , we can up the total number of
reviewer at all. Whether she likes it or
the project , the result was a series of
department? Specifically, what does
Director of Publicity
c ore credit hours to 62. In addition ,
not, the art form known as theatre
pol iti cal trade-offs which did nothing
· swing " mean?
both History and Mathematics have
revolves around men , and "The Man
fo r the students and less for this inthe · option of prescribed 3 hours
Who Came to Dinner" is a specific exstitution .
courses or any 6 hours designated by
ample of tt.js. A man has the leading
the department.
role. Ms. Ottesen devoted one small
What does this mean to the average
paragraph to tlim , one small
student?
paragraph to a supporting male (Prof.
1-'roposal E. Section II, states "That
I will . first , examint r'roposal A ,
I fear that this means an additional
Metz). and the rest of the lenghty
all
students
take
a
laboratory
or
Dear
Editor:
Section I, of the Core Curriculum
3 hours from each department. The
review to the women . Nothing was
studio course" since, "The ex- . total number of core credit hours has
In the Nov. 19 issue of 'the
Committee Report . This proposal
said about three of the other large
Edgecliff' the continuing saga of the
concerns the adoption of a freshman , perience of applying knowledge is
now jumped to 68, but, students
supporting males roles - Beverly
problems at Harrison Hall appeared
interdisciplinary course . May I ask · considered an important part of the
should not get upset, there may be
Carlton , Bert Jefferson, and Banjo.
educational process." Since when
again . I feel some misleading
why we need this course? The comeven more core credit hours to conI only hope that if she does come to
did Edgecliff College pay heed to this
evidence was incorrectly presented
mittee has stated that the course is
sider.
" review" any more etows here, it will
application of knowledge?
and I'd like to clarify a few important
designed to orient the freshman stuThe revised plan has a statement at
be thrOU!Jh non-biased eyes. God
If Edgecliff was really trying to
points.
dent with the liberal :irts tradition.
the bottom which says, "Each listed
knows wnat kind of Women 's Lib
follow good educational practices department has the option of choosMy first correction is directed
Great! Why then do we need intheories she would read into "Little
would they have passed the new
toward Tom Huth , a commuting stutroductory courses in the various
ing courses to fulfill its core reWomen ."
grading policy without at least calling
dent who doesn't have the knowledge
departments? Will we Le able to forgo
quirements." This is a potentially exAnn Garbler
for student response to the issue? Acor right , because he is a commuter, to
: hese courses?
plosive statement. What would
Junior Theatre Arts Major
cording to Rudolf Dreikers , failure to
state that Mr. deMars " has assumed
How , in a one semester course, can
happen if a department decided that
make our schools more democratic
much more responsibility than any
we. as students, be expected to abX number of courses were to be
results in a growing deficiency of our prerequisites for the designated core
individual RA at Sullivan." LET ME
sorb more than the .briefest unschools to develop the potential of course. It is easy to see that the 68
REITERATE - Mr. deMars has no
derstand i'lg of the areas of study? In
the students.
such a short time, can the knowledge
credit hour total could be much more. more responsibility than any other
After reading the Core Curriculum
Resident Assistant, possibly his pergained be of any significant value
Before any decision is reached on
Committee Report, I do not feel that the core curriculum , I hope that son a I motivations or other
considering the many diverse and
sufficient emphasis has been given to
complex fields which will have to be
sutdents will consider very seriously obligations expose him more than
the needs and wants of the students. both of the pro;:>osed changes and any other. but as to contractual or impresented? The proposal does not
To the Editor:
Instead , a series of trade-offs have
st ipulate how the instructor from
As a commuter to Edgecliff, I am
the present system , and will then be plied responsibilities - he probably
occurred , with the resultthat the core
eac h of the five fields will be selected .
faced each day with the most tedious
allowed to communicate their ideas has less.
curriculum has become more rigid. to the faculty of this college.
My second problem is in not unWhich one instructor, from any of the
problem of trying to find a parking
What would be the impact such a
derstanding the reasoing behind Tina
I think it is interesting that students
areas, would want to, or would be
place in any of the three areas designproposed core curriculum would are not consulted , in any fashion , on
Feigner's suggestion that another RA
ca pable of, representing the many
ed for that purpose. I paid a $16.00
have on transfer students? Many matters that are of the utmost imporbe selected to assist Mr. deMars at
departments contained in that area?
parking fee at the beginning or the
transfer students might find their tance to them . When I chose Edgecliff
Harrison Hall. I respect Ms. Feigner's
(I th ink it is unfair to the instructor
school year to give myself the right
education has been extended a College, I chose it for several
ability to totally divorce her subjecand to the student to have any innot to be towed away. I have found
semester or more, I believe that they reasvns, not least of which was the
tive position as RA and her more obs •uctor represent his/ her discipline.)
that the school has issued more
will turn to another school. Students personal friendly atmosphere which I
jective role of reporting the news, but
Fu rth ermore , do we hire new faculty
stickers than they have parking
it's going a bit far when she says the
wish ing to transfer from Edgecliff to hoped would be conducive to a perto l ake on this load, or do we disconplaces. So, with my money paid , I am
another school could find that the 3 sonally designed education . I am a
total number of HH residents are
put into a first-come-first-serve situatinue already existing courses in
credit freshman interdisciplinary non-traditional student, and I would
almost equal to the number of
o rder to fit in the proposed freshman
tion . I have found t.hat in order for me
course would not transfer.
residents on the smallest floor at Sulnot have chosen Edgecliff College if it
interdisciplinary course? From
to be sure that I get a parking place, it
livan Hall. In actuality 18 residents is
had a rigidly structured curriculum .
w hose budget do the monies come
is necessary for me to come to
by no means equal to from 32 to 36 at
To the faculty and administration
f1 0 1 ,? Finally, it must be taken into
Edgecliff two hours before class1:1s
of Edgec liff College I ask to be
SH . Eac h SH RA could be assigned
con siderat ion that the instructor, by
begin . Needless to say , th is is ex 16- 18 residents but all RA's know that
treated as a responsible adult. I am
her / h is very presence in the
tremely irritating. I could understand
not a pawn whose only function is to
floors or people cannot be divided in
cla ssroom , would uni ntentionally act
the parking problem with a little less
An important result of the proposswallow date helplessly and quietly. th is manner and that an RA is always
as a recruitment officer for that inanger, if I had not paid my $16.00 to
ed changes would be a decrease in
Part of the educational process is responsible for all the residents on
str uctor's particular department.
park on a street two blocks away.
the number of double majors. Every
learning to accept responsibility, not her floor and when on duty - respon Now that I have stated the problem~
elective hour which is taken from the
to be spoon fed . I would like to add
sibl e for up to 165 residents at SH.
let me purpose a few solutions so that
student makes it that much tougher
In reference to the earlier statethat the views expressed herein are
we can all sleep tonight without the
for the student to get a double major. mine, I would like to think, however, ment that deMars may have less
anxiety of this most troublesome
Is this what is really behind the t hat they are shared by my peers and responsibility is the fact that he
Proposal B, Section II , of the Core
situation :
proposed c hanges?
by a majori ty of the faculty and ad- watches over 18 residents at all times
1) Remove the $16.00 fee, so that
Cu rricu lum Committee Report, inIn Proposal A, Section Ill , the Comwhereas at SH an RA is never responm inistration .
i n th e f i rst - com e- f i r st- serv e
trigues me. It at once both attracts me
mittee has stated that "the Dean shall
T.J. Delaney sible for less than 32 ani:t at t imes
situation ,s the loser won 't feel the
and repel s me. I find that in many
present a double major program that
responsible for over 160 residents . . loss in his/ her pocket as well as in the
ways I like the idea of an equal d iswill preserve rather than limit a flexiCertainly , when HH's population extrib ution of core cred it hours for each
park ing lot.
ble and d iverse academic program."
pands, more RA's shou ld be added ,
2) Tear down Grace Hall , Maxarea. This makes the record keeping
If I interpret this correctly, the Combut at th is time more than one would
welton, and Emery and build more
.;1rn ple enough . Th is also gives the
mittee has stated that a double major
mean overrepresentation on the
parki ng lots.
stu dent a chance for a "well-rounded
ten ds to limit a flex ible and diverse
Resident House Council.
3) Charge $16.00 to park anywhere
educa t ion ." I do have several
academic program .
Hopefully these clarif ications will
in ".;incinnati during the shcool year,
ques t ion s abo ut this proposal ,
Dear Editor:
not impede the actions of the newly
so th at no one w ill ever feel cheated .
however.
Bobbie Sterne, the Mayor of Cin- established commi ttee on Harrison
4) Shoot half of the commuters , so
First , wi th the trend in this co unt ry
c innati, spoke at Edgecliff on Nov. 19. Hall but rather be addP.d to the abun that the other half can have parking
of high school g raduates being
The
trouble
Student
Government
dance of already collected relevant
places.
grossly deficient in reading and
went through to o btain a viable loca- information .
5) Abolish reserved parking areas,
writing skills. I wonder if the school
tion is unbelievable. Certainly we
Peggi O'Malley
so that everyone has an equal chance
would not be negl igent in allowing
In the introduction to the Core c ouldn't use the Alumni Lounge for a
the possibility that future Edgecliff
(Continued on next page)
Curriculum Committee Report, I find student sponsored speaker open to
graduates may have little or no
!he foll owing statement - "The core th e w hole college c o mmun ity
backg round in college English. This
curric ulum should bear witness to the because a few other students might
d oes not seem con si stent with
idea that life is full of altern atives." g et relocated for their afternoon ineveryth ing that I have been hearing
The Comm ittee seems to have ig- structional media. Mind you - I'm
an d read ing from the mass med ia. I
nored what they wrote in their in- not putting down the soaps - but
w ould have a hard ti me fi:iding 12
troduction. They have taken t he alter- T V's are avai lable in the Garden
hours rn the Frne Arts that wou ld be
natives away from the student . Am I Room and in Sull ivan Hall and study
available for me to take. It appears to
The Edgecliff 11 published bi-monthly by the students o f Edgecliff College Opinions expressed in
going too far to envision a future facili ties are in B rennan Memorial
me that the Fine Arts area is designed
the newspaper do nol necessarily reflect those of the College
where students will have no in- Library.
All leners lo the Editor must be signed , but the name may be withheld upon request The Ea11ors
almost exclus111ely for Fine Arts maThe individual who allots space for
reserve the right to condense or re1~t any letters and hmtl frequent writers
d.vrdualrty rn therr educations; where
jors
The Edgecliff office is located 1n room 12 of theAdmlnos1rat1on Building , phone 961-3770 exten,
oefore the frrst semester of their campus activities informed me it's a
The net effect of making a uniform
::i.1un 233
f1eshman year they will receive a ·policy'. no hers, to keep grou ps out
d1stribut1on of core credi t hours
lod•tor-1n Chief . . • .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . • . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .
.. ... Tina M Falgner
com puter card lrstrng all courses that of the Alumni Lounge - even though
News Editor ................... , • .. . .. • .. . .. . . . • . .. . . .. . . • .
.. .. . Cynthia Shepherd
would be to increase the total number
Fealure
Editor
.
..
.
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.
•
•
..
.
..
..
..
•
•
..
•
..
.
..
•
.
..
•
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
. . Nancy GolOberg
rt
rs
often
the
only
feasible
location
.
they wrll take. and when they will take
of credit hours over which the student
Entertainment Editor ....••.• ,.. • .
• . • • .• . . . . . . . . . . .: . . • .
.
. Kathrvn Browne
them during their fouf years at Exceptions are made, of course. for
has no control This proposal results
Columnists . .
.
Katy Free S·(r,nda Kap lan
the Board of Trustee dinners.
Edgecliff?
Ref."Orters
.. .
.. .
.... .. . .
Don deMars, Pam Oaughman Ju rt W Junker
in a loss of 2-8 elective hours to the
Denny r nomas . Ludov1ca Par~m1th1ott1 . Peg O Malley Gell Pohol C'"n f Nassan.:> J·~. 111ta Ferry
Having reviewed the Core General Faculty meetings and the
student This loss of elective credit
A c:h t iso•
•
M 5 ·:
Jn ''H" M
Curriculum Committee Report , I State Evaluation team - all closed
hours. coupled with the 3 hours lost
.Art1s1
.•
Geno f" ,.rter Ma ., io.; t.. JOl'H\SVn
would now like to discuss the Alter- meetings But not for student sponP1101ograpn.!rs .
• Peg St~"lger Cy•rir
'~~1·mart
to the freshman rnterd1sc1plinary
nate Plan for Section II of the Core sored events
course results in a total loss of
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Edgecliff Alumna Mary Jane O'Donnell

Mary Jane o ·oonnell, Edgecliff Alumna, on the set of WCET-TV 48 public •flairs magazine .. File 48".

Br Kathryn Browne

(Letters continued)
to deal with this problem .
6) Require all students within the

continental United States to walk to
school. .
7) Form a commuter board , so that
people from the same areas can form
car pools.
.
8) Make the dorks who take two
parking places sit and be forced-fed
the Great Harrison Hall debate until
they change their ways.
9) Put mirrors in exisitng parking
lots to make them look larger.
10) Kill Yourslef.
I rest my case if not my car.
Sam Mindrum

Editor's Note
A Parking Committee has been
formed and had it's first meeting on
Friday , Dec . 3 . Now let's hope things
get better."
ED

Mary Jane O'Donnell is today the
28 year old host to WCET's tri-weekly
public affairs TV magazine "File 48."
Only seven years ago (1969) she was
graduating from ·Edgecliff College.
Heralding from the small Ohio
town of Franklin, she came to our
Alma Mater in 1965 after graduating
from Middletown 's Fenwick High
School. "I found it one of the most
delightful times of my life. There was
a security there (Edgecliff) , which
may or not be good." She elaborated,
"I had a feeling someone was there to
take care of me, help if you were having difficulty."
"I think the big advantage of going
somewhere like Edgecliff was an intimacy which wouldn't be at even
large women or men's colleges."
" It was pleasant having a faculty
that was accessible and not particularly remote." Her major being
history, she remembers the head of
the department then, Father Berkley,
also Dr. Siegmund Betz from the
English department.

Wh en asked about her current
delightfully animated Yorkshire
profession and Edgecliff, she replied , Terrier/ Poodle named after friends of
" I had no idea . It never occurred to me
her parents, we interrupted with a
I was ever going to get out of school. I
walk in the snow.
wasn 't part icu larly prepared ." But
Her preference for the Public
she expressed her feeling that " it was
Broadcasting Service is also based
worth it. "
on the idea of involved communica" I stayed in the dorm . It was pleation . " PBS provided fascinat ing and
. sant having people always there," for provocative show. You have the feelsupport.
ing when you c:;ome away, that you 'll
" I had a wonderful time, the social
remember what you saw and really
aspects I mean, but I'm sorry I didn 't think . be moved or argue. The
get more out of it (academically) , audience isn 't just a passive role . Inwhen I think back on it. " Losing touch dividuals should control what they
with her friends from that period in watch as selectively as they choose a
her life, she attributed to the fact that book . Parents should censor the
they were mostly out of town violence and time their children
students. "A lot went into teaching, I denote to TV."
think , which I did briefly," (history
The top priority of her own show
and economics in Houston).
concerns the public's education .
She then attended a special Elaborating on the networks' nightly
seminar on political science at the news items and the local newspaper
University of Texas in Dallas. " It was headline stories is their function . Givjust a zoo. The professors were nice ing the public time to discuss the
people but they had other things to . issues so they "can form a deeper undo and you wouldn't think to ask them der.standjng."
for help after class. Th~re didn't seem
The structure of each show is
to be a sense of them being in (the different depending on the subject
process) together."
matter and the number to be interHer concept of education parrallels viewed . She enjoys doing documenher ideas about what she is ac- taries because " they can uncover so
complishing professionally: '"There many intricacies ." The problem faced
ought to be conversations, rather
than the I'm-going-to-get-you approach. I think it's important for people to feel they really are involved .
That's why we have open phones on
the show, to let the public know they
can talk (to the perso(l being interBy Nancy Goldberg
viewed) themselves instead of just .
Every year on New Year's Eve, amid
letting an interviewer do all of the
the sounds of "Should old acquainquestioning . We really do take that
tance be forgot. . . ", bells and
serious, once we're off the air we
fireworks , people make New Year's
don 't cut off those with phoned in
Resolutions. But in your haste to
questions.
forgive and forget , have you ever
thoughh about how hard these
"We keep our definition of public
affairs very liberal for 'File 48.' It can
resolutions are to keep?
range from the budget of the city of
One o( the most common New
Cincinnati , to the problems of the
Year's Resolutions is: "I will stop
handicapped, to a profile on Sister
fighting with " Somehow, as soon as
you decide to stop fighting with , you
Beverly, to ihe curiosities like the
making of ice cream. "
always end up fighting with them
A ft er gathering ' her weekly
anyway. Last year, I made a resolu purchase of periodicals, we retreated
tion to stop fighting with my
boyfriend and we had a fight on New
to her tastefully sophisticated
Year's Day!
decorated annumated apartment in
Then there's " I will get A's in all my
Mount Adams . Greeted by Bindley, a

every program is that of making the
subject interest and not boring . "We
can 't go into the basis and just have to
hope people catch everything that 's
being said , at lea.st. " I became
frustrated with the medium , then on
the other hand I feel TV allows people
to express themselves as they really
are. The printed word can be awfully
sterile.
"There's a lot of th ings I'd like to
do9 Although I like TV, I'd like to get
into writing and policy making ,
maybe back at the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting in D.C . I've been
awfully happy in PBS. I probably
would work for a network ; it's part of
the glamo r. If they decided to put
their guns behi nd" the same things
PBS produces , instead of the typical
fare of today, monetarily and talent
wise they could do one heck of a job ."
Right now Ms. O'Donnell is content
in Cincinnati. Appreciating the pace
of this city she says, "you don't find
congestion here like NY and it's mucti
le ss hectic and raw like in
Washington , where a lot of people are
trying lo make it. That can be exciting
but it can also be wearisome I especially like this apartment," which
overlooks the city and river . "I'm
close to my family again and that's
nice." Talking to the wining Bindly,
she says " it's so wonderful when
there's more people here to love you
isn 't it ."

Resolutions Forgotten?
classes this semester.'' As soon as
you make this resolution, you take a
test , think you did great, get the test
back , and get a C! So much for that
resolution .
So for 1977, why not make New
Year's Resolutions that are easy to
keep? How can resolutions be easy to
keep? Simple. Make easy resolutions.
Let's say you hate broccoli, orange
caGillacs, and reruns of "Gomer
Pyle." Your New Year's Resolution for
1977: "I will stop eating broccoli ,
looking at orange Cadillacs , and
watching reruns of ..Gomer Pyle."
Why make New Year's Resolutions,
only to have them broken right away?
Make easy resolutions and have a
Happy 1977!
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Bobbie Sterne Speaks at E.C.
by Denny B. Thom••
The atmosphere of Maxwelton is always one of grand distinction and when
the first woman mayor of Cincinnati, Ms. Bobbie Sterne, walked into the Organ
Room of this beautiful building there was no exception , in fact there was a
sense lingering about more unusual than ·at the calmest of times.
It was quite an honor to have the now first Ex-Woman Mayor Ms. Bobbie
Sterne come to the Edgecliff Campus. Ms. Bobbie Sterne gave an informative
lecture about the Whats, Wheres, and Hows of City Government, however, the
person herself made more of an impact than her truthfully somewhat boring
material contained in the lecture.
Looking around the Organ Room there was a variety of students, faculty
members, administration and staff that had gathered to hear Ms. Sterne. It was
a pleasure to see as many people gather as did for this delightful woman .
Wearing a peach coloured dress and adorning her neck with a scarf Ms.
Sterne stood, without podium to rest on, and gave her lecture with no aide from
any sort of note cards. Ms. Sterne, a politician for 30 years, shows every bit of
the poise and charm of a good city figure. Having lost the election in 1969 Ms.
Sterne did not give up and worked even harder than ever before going door to
door to make herself known when the time and situaiton called for it. When the
1971 elections were over Ms. Sterne, a member of the Charterites. found the
tables turned, for she was now holding an office. She became the First Woman
Mayor of Cincinnati and the rest is history.
Ms. Sterne does hold several beliefs, first and above all is "get involved" as
she stated more than once. She also wants to try and de.<1tory the still somewhat
present feeling that woman do not belong in politics. Ms. Sterne does feel that
government does two important things: a) it provides a structure and b) it buys
surfaces for the citizens.
When the door wa sopened for questions it was a bit disheartening when
only one person could come up with a question, after all how many times does
a person get to meet a person of this quality. The crowd did get restless at times
11nd there were the usual people leaving early or coming in late which did distract a bit from the speech. Being on a tight timetable Ms. Sterne had to glance
occasionally at her watch to make sure our allotted time was not getting out of
hand.
Ms. Sterne concluded her speech on city government by quoting Winston
Churchill, "this is the worst form of government, besides all the others. "
Student Government sponsored Ms. Sterne's speech and ought to be
applauded for their efforts.

Section Ill STUDENT'S ACADEMIC LOAD
A. Proposed :

Respectfully Submitted :

Several people have been chosen
to serve on committees if any
questions evolve, contact them
through Student Government.
Serving on the long range planning
committee will be Jan Thill, serving
on the committee to study the future
Humanities
of the Schweitzer-Preminger collection are Kurt Junker and Dan Wilcox, ,
Fine Arts (Art, Music, Theatre Arts)
(credit hours distributed in two of three departments)
6
and serving on the committee to
study the Edgecliff parking problem
are Linda Muenchen and Denny B.
History
(3 credit hours minimum in a prescribed course or any 6 credit Thomas.
Watch for future information conhours designated by the department)
3
cerning these committees.
English Language and Literature
(excluding fundamental skills, such as English 101-102) 6
Foreign Language
(study in one language) ·

B. Proposed ·

That early in their career, students should be told what
a liberal arts ed ucation is, and what a truly educated
person is. Accordin gly, an interd isciplinary course
should be set up in order to provide students an orien tation to the tradition . This course w ill be requi red of
all freshmen in first semester. Five faculty members
from as many departments will be responsi ble for
designing the course and making up a reading list, as
well as teaching t_he course.
That in the freshman year advisement responsibility
rests w ith faculty who participate in the interdisciplinary course. However, if a student already
knows his area of interest, he will be referred immediately to the appropriate advisor. The other
students, as interest in an area develops, would be
referred to the appropriate advisor.

That History and Mathematics specifically be
listed as "swing" courses or cross-listed to
satisfy many area requirements.

D. Proposed :

That a statement in the catalogue be included
to encourage the cross listing of many
courses in the core areas .

E Proposed :

That all students take a laboratory or studio
course.

Volleyball
Tourney

Time is drawing near once again to
start warming up for the oncoming
Volleyball Tourney. Like last year, the
departments of Edgelicff are being ·
Social and Behavioral Sciences
3
divided in a fasion that will be fair to
all. Watch for signs for more informaPsychology
tion later, for now, however, practice
3
and plan on keeping Sunday
Sociology
evenings free - Starting Jan. 30th March 6th . Matches will be held in
Consumer Science, Political Science, Psychology and/or Sociology 6
Harrison Hall gym . Play for fun , exercise, to win , play for whatever reason
Natural and Physical Sciences/Mathematics
you choose! See you all on the courts.
By the way, faculty plays with their
8
Chemistry, Biology or Physics
department teams however there will
be a spec ial team for the AdministraMathematics
(3 credit ours minimum in a prescribed course or any 6 credit tion and staff.
hours designated by the department; excluding fundamental
skills, such as Mathematics 100)
3

6

Each listed department has the option of c hoosing cou rses to f ulfill its core requirement.

Sorry Chuck!
Student Govern ment welcomes
Chuck Geiger to its ranks as Jr.
Senator sorry we missed you, Chuck,
on the first time around.
For. those of you who may not
already know, all Student Gove~n 
ment meetings are open to the entire
campu s, your presence is welcome:
Join us. Our meetings are every other
Tuesday evening at 6:30 on the second floor of Grace Hall.
It' s com ing and brought to you by
Stud ent Government - Watch, Wait
and Listen!

P-A-R• T-Y
Don't fo rgat Student Governmen t's Christmas Party today in .the Garden
Room. The fest ivities begin at 1 o'c lock and continue o n to 6. Bring an ornament if you want, and add it to the Christmas tree. But most of all , bring
yourself. Do n't miss out on all of the merry-making and Ch ristmas Cheer. See
you at the party!!!!!
.

Leadership Workshop

The College of Mt.. St. Joseph was the site of "Leadership Wo.rkshop" t he
weekend o f November 6-7 . Nine Edgecliff students representing Student
Government and vari us student organizations participated .
The main objectives of the workshop were: understanding and co~trolling
connectional relationships , interest channels, feedback , g roup ob1ect ives,
motivation , and understanding negotiations and conflict management.
The weekend was devoted to defining and working out all of these problems
and drawbacks, and handling responsibility. ·
Interest groups on apathy, management, and other topics were set up during
the workshop.
If anyone has questions on developing lradersh ip skills, talk with any Student Government representative for information .

Faculty-Student-B-ball
OFT'EN END UP LE'ADER!>
W\lEN lllE.V FOi.LOW fH& RIC..Hf P£R50N.
COME FOLLOW JE&U5 CHRl~T
AS PRll~!>T, 8 ROrHER OR SlfirE R .
CONTACT': VOCATION OFFICE
544-0 MOELLER AVf!. • ROOM &71
CINCINNATI, 00/0 4-5UZ. • t.31-0777

That the five areas making up the core read as
follows :
FIN E ARTS
LAN GUAGE AND LITERATURE
PHILOSOPHY AND/OR RELIGIOUS STU DIES
HISTORY, SOCIAL AND BEHAV IORAL SC IENCES
NA TU RAL SCI ENCES AND MATHEMATICS

C Proposed :

3

Philosophy and/or Religious Studies

A. Proposed :

That an equal distribution of core credit
hourse be initiated of 12 credit hours from
each area .

3

Philosophy

Section 11 DISTRIBUTION OF CORE CURRICULUM AND REQUIREMENTS

B. Proposed :

6

Religious Studies

The core curriculum , those general requirements mandatory for all Edgecliff
liberal arts students, is being considered for possible changes by both the
Faculty Senate and a Core Curriculum Comm ittee set up by the Faculty
Senate.
The Core Curriculum Committee has proposed major changes in the core
curriculum. An alternate plan, also entailing major restructuring of the core
curriculum for Edgecliff students, ahs been developed by the Faculty Senate
itself.
In order to better acquaint Edgecliff students with the proposed changes,
and to allow the students a c hance to respond to these proposals, both
proposals are presented here. Student Government needs responses from the
students concern ing the proposals and any and all comments.

A. Proposed:

Committees

Dr. William Roberts, Chairperson
Mr. E. Joseph Faessler, Recorder
Sister Ann Beiersdorfer
Dr. Charles Schare
Rick Piccirillo
Remy Yunker
Dr. John Renaldo, ex officio

Core Curriculum Committee

Section I FRESH MAN INTERDISCIPLI N ARY COURSE

That the Academ ic Dean's perm1ss1on is
necessary for a student to take more than five
(5), three (3) credit courses or more than
seventeen hours per semester.

TO F/NP

our HOW. · - · - · -· -

" Lord Teach Us To Pray
Prayer Experience For Young
Women Based on &cripture this will
be an opportunity to draw closer to
the Lord 1n personal prayer - a time
for quiet and reflection . Dec . 17- 19 7
p m Fri - 3 p .m. Sun . Fee $30-$35
Feb 22 5.30 to 9 30 Supper included
f-ePS3 Mar 191000a.m to400p.m
Br•rig bag lunch Fee S2 For other opµ,Htun1t1cs call or write to Mary
PPr•il ratr 1x Retreat Center. 3350
Ruther Ave . C1nc1nnat1 . Ohio 45220
t !:> U I 22 I -4624
A

With fla ir and innate g race , Faculty wh ipped the St udents in one of the most
exciting basketball games at Edgecliff this year. T he Student Team, led by Dan
.Vissel , Paul Ingram , Peg O'Malley, Joette Seidler, and Company. fo ught a
gallant battle, including much fancy-footwork and incredi bl y stunni ng moves.
3 ut the oppositi on proved too intense.
The Faculty team, meagerly rep resented by Karen Shaw. Sister Mary
"le1schman, Father Aichele, and Josephina Miyar (with aid from pseudoacuity members, Ken Rasp, Bill Wood, and Mike Cosby) managed to keep one
step ahead of them, eventuall y emerging victorious, winning 49 to 44.

Turkey Bowl Results
Pre- I nanksg1ving tootball activity has been intense for all fans . Edgecliff's
annual Turkey Bowl , the yearly battle waged between Faculty and Students.
occured Monday afternoon , Oct. 22. Braving the cold temperatures and
threatening skies. the players assembled on the Front Lawn .
The Faculty team , Dennis Sies (aided in his efforts by students Dianne
Burns. Remy and Randy Yunker, and Dan Wissel) won the day. soundly
defeating the Student team. 49 to 21 .

Chemistry vs Edgecliff
On Wednesday, the 24th, the Chemistry Club took on Edgr .:lift in their annual Thanksgiving game. Despite adverse weather conditions. the Chemists
w~re aqle to overcome all obstacles trouncing the College team , 9-0.
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C.oncerts
An authen't ic part of Chicago's
South Side visited Cincinnati
Big Joe Duskin, our local king ,
November 20. Muddy Waters, the had warmed the audience up with
blues man himself, appeared at his Jimmy Rushin9-mont>tone ,
Bogart's Cafe Americain with his Leadbelly , voice and electric
band : Pine Top Perkins on piano, piano. His band consisted of
Jerry Portoff, mouth harp, Guitar
Larry Ricca's flugel horn , Charlie
· Jr., Bob McGullin, Kevin Jones
Berg 's brass trumpet', Bi"ll
on bass, and on drums Willy " Big
Hawkins' smooth trombone and
Eyes" Smith.
David Hale's neat guitar.
The band P.layed five licks
Their five selections included
before the master joined them for
" I got my Mojo Working ," "Storanother nine. Playing classics
min ' in Texas," the boogie of
like "Chicken Chat," " Makes no
"Beat me Daddy, Ten to the Bar, "
Sense for you to Call ," "She's just
and B.B . .King's "Why I sing the
Seventeen, " "Hoochie Coochie Blues."
Man ," and "Baby, Please Don't
Go," they ended with a rendition
of "Kansas City."
November 20, a very special
Whenever the spot light would
night.
open up on Muddy, singling him
out, a happening occured. His.
lyrics were of a tradition , his being a way of life, rooted in country
blues.
The combo was one. A slow
and deliberate, desperate
pleading to understand, comPrematurely coming
municate their collective
He walks away pissed
narrative. Each took turns telling
He knew it would happen again,
their stories , showing their skill at
it always does
feeling and expressing it. The
He could never hold on.
And they would always try and
wailing beat always fell into its
make him feel bad,
constant place, the Master's big
As if he had commited a sin
body quitar contrasted to the
As if it was souly h is fault
B .B. King-type iron-strainedfor the mess.
sound. Like an incubator, inIt wasn't, although he knew
cinerator, heat was created.
something was wrong with him,
Their form is so blatantly
Why would they always do it to him
honest, its " sexism " and
Why did it lllways have to happen
" fatalism " is beautifully not.
Does it happen with the other guys?
If he would have only waited

a few minutes longer
It might have turned out different.
He wouldn't have caught her with
another.
J. Foster

J1tntArts
llortrv

Apple Blossoms
Others wonder
at my love' for you
but inside
and even on the surface
if you look
Apple blossoms
bloom in you
It wasn 't your actions
that attracted my love
It was that from the first
I saw 'app le blossoms.
And I've alway s
loved apµ1e bl ossom s.

Tis The Season To Be Jolly
Bells ringi ng.
Cash registers jingling .
Snow flakes falling .
Cost of living rising .
Th e rus h is on
Sa nta has arrived
Ten si on aroused
· as youngsters of many ages
ANTICIPATE.
Waiting for what?
For the Christ Child
For a happier new year
Or for recycled toys.
It's a t ime, for giving
A time for receiving
Give LOVE
Receive LOVE
At a time to be jolly
fa la la la la.

Woods
Dynamics

Too Much Reading
Getting You Down?
Do You Want Better Grades?

Offers:
*Increased Reading Speed 3 to 10 times
*Increased Co.mprehension
*Increased Concentration
*Better Retention
*Better Study Habits
*Lifetime Membership

Special Student Rates !

Now
Guaranteed!

-

Boy
in sand
with shovel
in his small hand
grains of fo rtune fall
down

Call 281-READ

I

Have you ever noticed the difference,
between
Male jeans, and female jeans?
Males are always baggy
Usually poor fitting
loose,, needing a belt

jeans
faded
patching new
covers the holes
white light blue comfort
blue
'
Dewayne Parks

Special for Students!
Evelyn
Reading

pick
Daisies
she loves me
she loves me not
the last one holds my fate
shi t!

Females are tight
well fit
snug, just right
I've always noticed the difference,
If you have too,
Drop me a line, just to tell
me I'm not a lone

Write: Female Jean Watcher
clo Snug and Fit Department
Just Right, Ohio
J . Foster
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EDGECLIFF
Nov. 28-Jan . 12
Dec . 9-12
& 16-19
Dec. 13-17
15
Jan . 12

•

Weaving Exhibit by students. Emery Galleries
Theatre Arts Dept. Production "Little Woman "

Exam Week
Peggi O'Malley's Birthday!
Registration Part time & new students, late fee for
full
Drawing Exhibition , Emery Galleries
16-Feb. 1
17
Classes Resume
Consumer Science Meeting
18
19
Basketball : CTC vs. St. ·Gregory at Harrison 8:05
19
Basketball: soc VS EC at CTC 8:05
21
Friday Night Movie (Student Gov't)
22-23
Theatre Arts Dept. Director's Theatre
23
lntramurals: Volleyball at Harrison
24
Final Day to Add Classes
25
Faculty Seminar
25
Basketball : CTC vs SOC at Harrison 8:05
26
Consumer Science Bake Sale
26
·Basketball : Mort vs St. Gregory at CTC 8:05
30
lntramurals : Volleyball at Harrison
Feb . 1
Basketball : CTC vs Mort at CTC 8:05
2
Basketball : St. Greg vs EC at Harrison 8:05
3-8
Diane Reisman Mixed Media Exhibit, Emery
.
Galleries
COLLEGE OF MOUNT ST. JOSEPH
Art Exh ib it Open ing : Recent Paintings Glen Owen 2
Jan . 16
30
Feb. 5

~m .

Performing Arts Series: Swiss Mime Group
"Mummenschanz" 8 p.m. Single ticket $5.50
Alumnae Fashion Show and Luncheon, Netherland
· Hilton Hotel

:
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•
:

•
UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI
Exams End
•
Dec. 11
15
Basketball : Miami Away
•
17
1st day Chanukah
•
18
Basketball : St . Louis 8:05
25
Christmas
:
29-30
Basketball : Sugar Bowl Away
Jan . 1
New Year's Day
•
3
Classes Beg in
•
5
Basketball - Temp le 8:05
•
7
University Film Society Series: "Three Days of the •
Condor" Great Hall , Tangeman $1 , 7:00 & 9:30 p.m . •
8
Film : " Sum mer Stock" 7:00 Great Hall
•
•
8
Film : " Singin' in the Rain" 9:30 Great Hall
Jull iard Quartet 8:30 p.m.
•
10
Basketball : Dayton 8:05
•
12
14
Fi lm : "The Exorcist" 7:00 & 9:30 Great Hall
W
15
Fi lm : " Knife in the Water" 7:00 Great Hall
:
15
Film : " Cul-de-Sac" 9:30 Great Hall
•
16
Basketball : St. Louis Away
17
Martin Luther King Day: University Offices Closed ;
18
LaSalle Quartet 8:30 p.m.
•
19
Basketball : Lou isvi lle Away
•
21
Film : "The Four Musketeers" 7:00 9 9:30 Great Hall •
22
Film : "My Night at Maud's" 7;:00 Great Hall
•
22
Film : " Claire's Knee" 9:30 Great Hall
•
22
Basketball : Tulane Away
•
Juilliard Quartet 8 :30
•
24
24-26
Black Rose Theatre Production 7:30
•
•
26
Basketball : Wichita 8:05
:
28
Film : "Nashville" 7:00 & 9:30 Great Hall
29
Basketball. Duquesne 8:05
;
?9
Film : "Mc Cabe and Mrs. Miller" 9:30 Great Hall
30
Brahm's Requeim 8:30
•
31
Basketball : Memphis State 8:05
•
Ff'b 2
Basketball : Pittsburgh Away
•
•
4
Film : "Wind and the Lion " 7:00 & 9:30 Great Hall
$
Film : "The Man Who Knew Too Much"/"Suspicion" •
7:00 Great Hall
•
•
5
Film "Strangers on a Train" 9:30 Great Hall

I
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'Cliff Notes

111tntArts

·F ilm ·Reviews
By Pam

Editor's Note

by Denny B. Thoma1
One of the most loved books of all
I am here formally resigning from my position as Entertainment Editor for times will come to life on the Edgecliff
"The Edgecliff". I have decided to transfer to another school and can no longer - Corbett stage as the Edgecliff
By K.ttwyn Browne
function as Editor.
Theatre department presents, "Little
I want to thank everyone who helped with the work on the Entertainment Woman ." This is a beautiful story
page. Those who contributed poetry, suggestions, advice and support. I've en- about a family 's love and hardship. It
joyed providing Edge.cli~ wit~ a Calendar of events, Fine Arts commentary.
will be the annual children 's show
and reports of the Cincinnati Cultural experience. It's been a learning exhere on campus. It is sure to be a
The Contemporary Arts Center will
pleasureable experience to all. young
host critic and author. Irving Sandler . perience for us all.
All those in•erested in writing for the page, can leave their names in the press
and old alike.
on January 20. to speak on "The State
room, AQ . 12. Anyon~ with Journalism experience who is interested in taking
"Little Women " will open to the
of the Avant-Garde, Analyzing Its
over the page as editor, please contact Mrs. Nead, Tina Feigner, Cynthia
general public on Thursday,
History , Present Condition and
Shepherd or Nancy Goldberg.
December 9, through December 12,
Possible Future."
and December 16 thru December 19.
The lecture will begin at 8 p.m . in
Curtin time will be 8 p.m . (2 p.m.
the Cincinnati Art Museum
matinee) . Tickets are $3.00 for adults.
Aud itoriu m. There is no charge for
$1 .50 for children. and $1 .00 student
CAC members. Cincinnati Art
rate.
Academy Students. general admisAppearing in the major roles are:
sion $1.
Ann Garbler. Nona Wadeck . Lisa
Contadino ans Diane Honeyman .
Those holding supporting roles are:
Rick Shafer. Donna Walker and Denny B. Thomas.
- By Klllhryn Browne
'This production is different from the
rest. in that Director Barbara Kay has
Olga Korbut and the USSR Gymalmost an entire cast of Edgecliff
nastic Team w il l return to Riverfront
students ranging from freshman to
Coliseum tomorrow . Saturday .
senio rs. The Stage Manager is Leslie
December 11 at 1:00 p.m. for one
Meeker and the Ass istant Stage
afternoon perfo rmance . Cincinnati is
manager is Karen Terry .
privileged to be one of the ten cities
The set and lighting design is by
on the ir tour of the United States over
Mr. Keith Michael , a newcomer to this
, ·
a 17-day period .
year's faculty .
There are 21 total in the delegation
For more ticket information call
wh ich includes the Women 's Gym961-4570.
nastic Team. the Men's Gymnastic
Team . the Men's Pai Sports Acrobats,
the Mixed Pairs Sports Acrobats and
the Modern Rhythmic Gymnastic
Team . The total show should last
about two hours a·nd ten minutes.
Ushers needed for production of
Returning this year on the
Little Women . Opportunity to see the
photo by Sandy Underwood
show free. Production dates are Dec .
Women 's Teams will be Olga Korbut
(now 21 years old) . Ludmilla
8 to 12 and Dec. 16 to 19. There will be
Tourischeva and Nelli Kim joined by
a matinee on both Saturdays and
Meg (Ann Garbler) la aealed al her mother'• (Janice Flanagan) lett, whll• Jo
Maria Filatova, Elvira Saadi and
Sundays. Contact Joette Siedler Sul(Nona Waldeck) and Amy (Diane Honeyman) eland behind her. Beth (Lisa
Svetlana Grozdova.
livan Hall rm 603. 221-4023.
Conladlno) atand1 to her mother'• right. They all llaten Intently aa their mother
Appearing again with the Men 's
read•
a
letter
from
Father,
who
11
away
al
th•
Clvll
War
and
aaklng
about
hll
Team will be Nicolai Andrianov (who
"Little Women" of whom he II ao proud.
took four Gold medals. two silver and
one bronze in this year's Olympics in
Montreal) and Alexandre Detiatin . ·
Contact Riverfront at 241-1818 for
ticket information .

m1pratrt

Classified Ads
WE BELIEVE IN FAIRES!!! LOVE,
THE SIXTH FLOOR.
THE FIARY BELIEVES IN PEANUT
BUTTER.
HEY. SPITZ : " All I want for Christmas
is niy two front teeth." (Those wild
hickory nuts are murder!!)
DEAR FATHER REVELATION : Who
needs meta-physical Germans when
you
have artistic Italian
theologians?? Suon Natale!!!Grisanti and Ciotti.
DIMPLE-POO Mary Lou , Desperately
needs any male to fill a pair of jockey
shorts she's receiving this Christmas.
Anyone in_terested call 961-9507.
NURSIE DOESN'T need a doctor for
Christmas; she now has a Robert.
FELIZ NAVIDADY Prospero Ano
nuevo. Lou . From Pedro.
NEED I SAY ttiat Tyger will have a
nice xmas? Gee-ne!

JIM , there's a phone call for you on
second floor!

on

EDGECLIFF
THEATRE
PRESENTS

MERAY CHRISTMAS TO Beth ,
Deena , and Reuben From Debbie
Meyer
MERRY CHRISTMAS and Happy
Holidays, Chris Merk, Your k.K.
HAPPY 20 YRS. Debbie Elliott (Dec .
18, 1976)
MERRY XMAS EDGELICFF!
HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
HAPPY HUNNAKA!
MAY SANTA CLAUS b~ good to you!
Love Lisa
HAVE A NICE CHRISTMAS Goose,
Fish! L.F.
MERRY CHRISTMAS to the one I
Love, Chris - From Rosemary

TO GAIL, Cynthia, Diane, Debbie,
Ruth, Carolyn, and Mary Agnes, may
you have a Merry Christmas From
Rosemary
MERRY CHRISTMAS Pumpkin ,
PAT DONAHUE informed several of
Peachie
her friends that pigs have less fat than
MERRY CHRISTMAS to my long lost
they did 20 years ago. Long live
roommate From Gail
bacon . Pat!
GOOD . NIGHT CITY BUG , Merry
MERRY CHRISTMAS : Sidney ,
Xmas. John Boy From Gail
Lou ise. Juanita, Debbie, Mary,/
MERRY
XMAS, Bug, Rose Bud Theresa!!!!!! Love your loving
Pankie, Carolyn , Debbie, Bonnie
Daughter/Sister.
Boom, Ruth & all - Gail
GAi L WHO HAS to find another room
next semester Merry Christmas - ROSEMARY THORNTON - Sit On It
From Gail
Rosemary

J i m_m_y~~~~~~~~~~
TYPING SERVICES Call evenings or
weeke nd~ 761-533'>

Currently showing at the Carousel
Cinemas 1-2 is the delightful film,
"Small Change" by Francois Trutfaut.
Set in modern France "Small
Change" focuses
the perils in the
lives of children.
Truffaunt realistically shows the
humorous, the pitiful and the
awesome sides of children interacting with adults, the society, other
children and themselves. Having no
basic plot, it seems the film is a sort of
morality play or a philosphical comment.
The film has o·n e laughing with
relief after experiencing the comical
and devastating performance of a
toddler playing with his kitten on the
window ledge on about the tenth
floor. Truffaut, a film-critic turned
film director. knows just how to
create emotion and to keep pleasing
the audience.
On the serious side, one experiences the embarrassment of a
welfare student. He has started in the
middle of the term at an all boys
school. Being poor and desperate he
hides his shabby home from a
cl assmate. H i.s struggle ends with him
bein g exposed as a battered child .
Children have feelings , screams the
film .
Another unfortunate ·child has to
appeal to her neighbors for attention .
She uses her policeman father's
megaphone to announce she is
hungry and her 'p arents have left her
alone while they dine out. Carefully
omitting the face that she wished to
stay home, she smiles as the
neighbors come to her rescue.
Children need love and attention.
They are at the mercy of parents and
society. The film spells out all these
comments about children in an entertaining, interesting and novel
fashion . Recommended for those
who enjoy the French, the real and
the intellectual. "Small Change" is
fresh and thought provoking.

TO RICKY, Merry Xmas C.C .

MOTHER MAUREEN says to all her
little children of the 6th floor - stick it
in your ear sweetie ... Merry Christmas.

AND BONNIE BAUN as for you , you
stay sweet Merry Christmas Rosemary
I CAN'T dance to that. It's too o;low. -

Dougtumn

AND MERRY XMAS Santa Mrs. Clau s.

from

To place a clauHled ad, Cynl\la
Shepherd, rm 120. Tina Falgner, nn.
303, or i.ave name, te lephone no.,
and AD In the oewaroom AD rm. 12.

DEC. 9-12, 16-19
B:OO
MATINEES SAT.AND SUN. 2=00

"(k

~

fv.:&~~·
ADU Lfs ~ J.3.'60.
CHILDREN-l· tso ·
STUDENT RATES
CALL 961-4570

. I

